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    Conversation & Spoken: a) About Season,  b) About your 
country,  c) Phonetics Sound. (A-X) 

    Conversation & Spoken: a) About colour & shapes, 
   b) About yes/no, c) About Your Family, d) Phonetics       
Sound. (A-Z) 
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 Conversation & Spoken  = 

A - J

    Conversation & Spoken: a) About yourself,    b) About    
your family, c) About your school, d) Phonetics Sound. (A-H) 

    Conversation & Spoken: a) About My School, b) About 
days, c) About Date and Month, d) Phonetics Sound. (A-P) 
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Subject: English 

Selected Book:  
1. English For Today - 3 
2. English Grammar & Composition. 
3. Teacher's selected activities and works  
4. video clips - topic and chapter wise video contenU. 
 

Question Items and Marks Distribution 
1st & 2nd Term Assessment; Mark - 50 

01. True / False.                         51 =  05 
02. Answer to the Questions.              51 = 05 
03. Write the meaning in English.  51 = 05  
04. Make sentences in English.             51 =  05 
05. Fill in the blanks / Re-arrange.  51 =  05  
06. Write the Poem.    101 = 10 
07. Translation     51 =  05  
08. Grammar.      = 10 

                 Total = 50 
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Half Yearly and Summative Assessment - 100 
01. Choose the best answer.   51 =  5 
02. Fill in the blanks.    51 =  5 
03. True - False.               51 = 5  
04. Answer to the Questions.             52 = 10 
05. Write the meaning in Bangla.   51 = 5  
06. Make sentences in English.             51 = 5  
07. Re-arrange the Word/ Sentence.   101 =  10  
08. Grammer     201 = 20  
09. Write the Poem.    101 = 10 
10. Application/Letter                                 101=  10 
11. Paragraph                                                101 = 10 
12.  Translation     51 = 5 

               Total:  =100  
Internal Exam: 50 (C.T chosen by Teacher) 

 
1st Term Assessment 

01. English For Today : (Unit: 1,2 pg: 2-21)  
02. English Grammar & Composition. – Lesson: 1 - 4  
                                                       (pg: 5 - 11), 81, 82 
03. Teacher's selected activites and works  

 
Half Yearly Assessment 

01. English For Today : Unit: 2-4 pg: 22-43 
02. English Grammar & Composition. – Lesson: 5 - 9  
                                                        (pg: 14-16), 83, 84 
03. Teacher's selected activites and works  
 

2nd Term Assessment 
01. English For Today : Unit: 4-6 pg: 44-70 
02. English Grammar & Composition. – Lesson: (10 – 11) 
                                                          (pg: 16), 85, 86 
03. Teacher's selected actives and works  

 



Summative Assessment 
01. English For Today : Unite: 6-8 pg: 71-105 
02. English Grammar & Composition. – Lesson: 14, 17  

                 (pg: 30-37), 87, 88 
03. Teacher's selected actives and works 

Guidelines for the Evaluation of Answer  Scripts 
01. Filling in the gaps: 100% marks should be awarded for writing 

the appropriate word with correct spelling.  
02. Sentence Making: 100% marks should be awarded for writing 

the correct and appropriate sentences. The marks shall be zero 
(00) if any grammatical mistake is found. Fifty percent marks 
shall be deducted if any punctuation marks is wrongly used or 
not put down at all. 

03. Matching: Correct matching of words or parts of sentences 
shall be awarded 100% marks. Otherwise marks will be zero. 

04. Paragraph: 
a. 70% of the allotted marks shall be rewarded. The paragraph 

must be written in one paragraph. 
b. If the paragraph is written more than one paragraph in that 

case, the marking must be zero. For every three mistakes 
(spelling, punctuation, the use of capital and small letters). 

05. Letter / Application:  
a. Letters written excluding the body shall be marked zero. 
b. The highest limit of marking shall be 70%. 
c. Letters written irrelevantly shall carry no marks. For three 
mistakes (spelling, punctuation, the use of capital and small 
letters) one mark shall be deducted. 
d. 20% of he allotted marks shall be awarded for relevantly of 
the subject matter.  

06. MultipleChoice: 100% marks should be awarded for selecting 
and writing the best alternative. In case of confusion, among the 
alternatives, incumbent teachers’ decision will be final. 

07. Word Making: 100% marks should be awarded for writing the 
appropriate word with correct spelling. Fifty percent marks should 
be deducted if the spelling mistake is found, but in this case, the 
meaning of the word must not be changed. 

08. Capitalization / Punctuation: 
 Correct answer shall be awarded 100% marks. 
 Incorrect answer shall be given zero.-- 
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Short Questions: 

a. The highest limit of marking is seventy five percent. Irrelevant 
answers shall be marked zero (00). For every three mistakes 
(spelling, punctuation, the use of capital and small letter etc.) one 
mark shall be deducted. Grammatical accuracy shall have to be 
maintained strictly. In case of having no alternative answer to any 
question, hundred percent marks shall be awarded. 

b. If any answer is written excess in that case no marks shall be 
deducted. But if the answer is repeated, in that case, only equivalent 
marks of the same answer should be deducted. 

c. If the same spelling mistake recurs in the same answer, in that case, 
only the first three mistakes shall be calculated as mistake of words. 

10. Rhymes/ Poem: The highest limit of marking is hundred percent. For 
every mistake (spelling, punctuation mark, the use of capital and small 
letter etc.) one mark shall be deducted. But the deduction must not 
exceed limit of eighty percent of the total marks. 

11.  Grammar: 
a. In this Grammatical accuracy shall have to be followed strictly and the 

violation of the norm shall be fully penalized. In case of filling up the 
gaps, full sentence should be written. 

b. Hundred percent marks shall be awarded if the answer is correct. 
 
12. Translation / Retranslation: Hundred percent marks shall be awarded 

for writing correct translation / retranslation. Fifty percent marks shall 
be deducted for punctuation and spelling mistakes. 

13. Fill in with / without clues: In case of filling up the gaps sentence 
with appropriate word / words after the text, hundred percent marks 
shall be awarded. But in case of violation of the said norm, marks shall 
be zero (00). 
 

14. Spelling and dictation: In case of having no mistake in writing 
spelling and dictation, hundred percent marks shall be awarded. If any 
grammatical mistake is found, the marks shall be zero (00). 
 

N.B. If any problem arises beyond the scope of the above noted guide 
lines. In that case the decision taken by the authority shall be treated as 
decisive. 
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